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Background: The spread of rumors related to COVID-19 on social media has posed

substantial challenges to public health governance, and thus exposing rumors and

curbing their spread quickly and effectively has become an urgent task. This study aimed

to assist in formulating effective strategies to debunk rumors and curb their spread on

social media.

Methods: A total of 2,053 original postings and 100,348 comments that replied to

the postings of five false rumors related to COVID-19 (dated from January 20, 2020,

to June 28, 2020) belonging to three categories, authoritative, social, and political, on

Sina Weibo in China were randomly selected. To study the effectiveness of different

debunking methods, a new annotation scheme was proposed that divides debunking

methods into six categories: denial, further fact-checking, refutation, person response,

organization response, and combination methods. Text classifiers using deep learning

methods were built to automatically identify four user stances in comments that replied

to debunking postings: supporting, denying, querying, and commenting stances. Then,

based on stance responses, a debunking effectiveness index (DEI) was developed to

measure the effectiveness of different debunking methods.

Results: The refutation method with cited evidence has the best debunking effect,

whether used alone or in combination with other debunking methods. For the social

category of Car rumor and political category of Russia rumor, using the refutation method

alone can achieve the optimal debunking effect. For authoritative rumors, a combination

method has the optimal debunking effect, but the most effective combination method

requires avoiding the use of a combination of a debunking method where the person

or organization defamed by the authoritative rumor responds personally and the

refutation method.

Conclusion: The findings provide relevant insights into ways to debunk rumors

effectively, support crisis management of false information, and take necessary actions

in response to rumors amid public health emergencies.
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INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 spread globally, severely threatening the lives and
health of people, and significantly affecting the economy,
education, and daily life in various countries (1–3). The United
Nations assessed that the COVID-19 pandemic has wiped
out decades of developmental gains (4). One unique aspect
of the COVID-19 pandemic has been the over-abundance of
information on COVID-19-related topics in media and the
internet, where true and false information intertwine; the result
has been a disruption of the social order. The World Health
Organization (WHO) has flagged this situation as an infodemic
(information + epidemic) (5–7), noting that an infodemic is
the excessive amount of both accurate and inaccurate health
information that can spread misinformation, disinformation,
misinformation, and rumors during a health emergency, which
can hamper an effective public health response (4–8). The
role of social and traditional media (e.g., news, TV programs,
newspapers, and other mass media) in spreading disinformation
and misinformation in the COVID-19 infodemic has now
been recognized in a substantial number of literature reports
(9, 10). In addition, online social media platforms can easily
“facilitate rapid information sharing and large-scale information
cascades,” further exacerbating the issue (11, 12). As Gallotti
et al. noted on the verge of the global pandemic emergency,
human communication on social media is largely characterized
by the production of informational noise and misleading or false
information (13).

A paradigm-shifting feature of social media is that any

user can produce, access, and disseminate content (14) thereby
altering the way people communicate, share, receive, use, and

search for both general and health-specific information (15);

without any doubt, this has the potential to foster the rapid
exchange and diffusion of false information (16). However,
studies also demonstrate that social media may be very useful
for fighting false information during a public health crisis
(15, 17) as these social media platforms can be effective tools
for combating and mitigating rumors during public health
crises (18). Notably, cognitive psychology research suggests that
debunking false information is not an easy task (19). Even
clearly corrected false information can continue to influence
many users who then intentionally or unintentionally ignore
the truth and spread false rumors. Despite considerable efforts
to debunk rumors, the desired effect has not been achieved
(20). Consequently, debunking false information on social media
quickly and effectively and curbing its spread has become an
urgent task.

Before commencing this research, brief remarks on the
terminology are necessary. Regarding the definition and
connotation of fake news, misinformation and disinformation,
conspiracy theories, satire, and rumors, scholars have different
understandings, which are often used interchangeably in
academic research (21, 22). In this study, owing to the fact that
it includes within it broader related concepts, we have retained
the term “rumor” for our research objectives (23). We usually
understand rumors as “unverified and instrumentally relevant
information statements in circulation that arise in the context of

ambiguity, danger or potential threat, and that function to help
people make sense and manage risk” (24). The term is applied to
a piece of information whose veracity at the time of dissemination
is unclear, and thus it may spread false information in the absence
of verifiable information (25, 26). In this study, we examined
rumors, as they do not imply a judgment about the sender’s
intention or the veracity of the presented information (23).

Given the seemingly increasing trend of rumor proliferation,
an increasing number of researchers have pursued effective
debunking and remedial methods to alleviate the negative
influence of rumors (27). A common strategy is to use
certain fact-checking services to debunk rumors by providing
authoritative statements that discern the truth from
falsehood (27, 28). These fact-checking platforms include
FactCheck.org (http://fackcheck.org), TruthOrFiction.com
(http://truthorfiction.com), and Sina Community Management
Centre (https://service.account.weibo.com), etc. These online
resources can present the truth to the public and play a key
role in distinguishing between true and false information (29).
However, most fact-checking processes require considerable
human labor and material resources, that is, they are time-
consuming and expensive (30, 31). Another common strategy
is based on psychological theories to explore the psychological
mechanisms of rumor acceptance and how corrections and
debunking messages attempt to cope with them. For example,
Lewandowsky et al. analyzed the cognitive factors that often
render misinformation resistant to correction and recommended
ways in which corrections should be designed, structured, and
applied to maximize the impact of the corrections and reduce
the spread of false information (32). In recent years, researchers
have focused more on this topic in the context of digital media
(33). For instance, several studies indicated that online rumor
spread can be reduced by logic- and humor-based corrections
(34), links citing truth-related evidence (35), and corrections
from reputable sources such as official government agencies (36)
and knowledgeable users (37).

However, compared with unverified reports, debunking
messages are not as widely shared and spread by users on social
media (23, 38). Therefore, some researchers have begun to study
improving the effectiveness of rumor debunking on social media,
focusing on studying the effectiveness of debunking methods.
Only a few research papers qualitatively studied the effectiveness
of rumor debunking methods (39, 40) Some analyzed the
effectiveness of different rumor-control strategies or specific
rumor-control cases (40); for example, Kimmel et al. investigated
the efficacy of rumor-control marketing tactics (41); Paek et al.
investigated the most effective rumor response strategies to
control food safety risks (42, 43); Yang et al. focused on the
effectiveness analysis of mixed rumor-quelling strategies by
modeling the rumor-truth competing process (44). Other studies
aimed to identify key influencing factors to organize debunking
methods; for example, Li et al. explored the relationship between
social media rumor refutation effectiveness and its possible
affecting factors and provided practical suggestions to help
accelerate the rumor refutation process (40).

In addition, some studies have shown that effective
management of rumors depends not only on the choice of
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debunking methods but also on the evaluation and response
of people to different ways of debunking (42). Thus, some
researchers have also begun to study how people respond after
rumors have been debunked on social media (29), such as
emotional reactions (45), changes in attitudes, and perceived
credibility (27). Decades of well-researched experiments, meta-
analyses, questionnaires, and surveys offer guidelines for rumor
correction and debunking, for example, Pal et al. used an online
survey to reveal that denials could be crafted to effectively
debunk rumors by incorporating salient beliefs (46), Walter
et al. used a meta-analysis to evaluate the relative impact of
social media interventions designed to correct health-related
misinformation (47). However, these efforts require control
over the manipulation of debunking methods (e.g., randomly
assigning people to different methods or controlling for the
results of many alternative explanations), resulting in higher
human, financial, and time costs for debunking rumors on social
media, and thus, do little to improve the real-time effectiveness
of rumor debunking. Furthermore, the advent of big data has
brought a large, constant, and rapidly growing amount of data
generated by numerous sources; however, the large amount
of interaction data generated by social media has not been
extensively studied (40). To better utilize the rich, objective,
user-generated research data on social media platforms, this
study considers COVID-19 rumors that are widely spread on
Sina Weibo, a popular social media in China, as a research
sample. Moreover, this study investigates the classification
of debunking methods; and based on stance responses to
debunking postings in user comments, this study also establishes
a method to measure the effectiveness of different debunking
methods. This study seeks to reveal the implementation effects
of different debunking methods in order to optimize debunking
methods and to provide an objective basis for improving
their effectiveness.

Thus, to resolve the objectives, we developed a new annotation
scheme that manually categorized six debunking methods
(i.e., denial, further fact-checking, refutation, person response,
organization response, and combination methods) to classify the
debunkingmethods used for the posts on SinaWeibo. Then, deep
learning algorithms were used to build text classification models
to automatically detect the stance responses (i.e., supporting,
denying, querying, and commenting stances) to debunking
postings in user comments. In addition, based on the results
of identifying user stances in comments, we developed an
index to measure the effectiveness of rumor debunking. Finally,
an empirical study was conducted using five rumors related
to COVID-19 as case studies to compare the effectiveness of
different debunking methods, and countermeasures for effective
monitoring and combating rumors in public health crises were
proposed based on the results of the study.

METHODS

Study Context and Data Collection
Sina Weibo (http://www.weibo.com), often referred to as China’s
Twitter (http://www.twitter.com), is one of the most influential
social network platforms in China (48). In contrast to other

social networks such as Facebook, Instagram, and WeChat,
communication on Sina Weibo is almost entirely public. As a
popular social media platform with a large user base in China,
everyone on social media can communicate, share, receive, use,
and search for both general and health-specific information (15).
Sina Weibo has not only become one of the primary platforms
for releasing and propagating various false information amid the
public health crisis (48), but also is a particularly effective tool for
combating rumors (18). Therefore, quantitative research on the
role of debunking posts on Sina Weibo is relevant to enhancing
social media rumor debunking effectiveness (40).

In this study, collaborating with the Zhiwei Data Sharing
Platform (http://university.zhiweidata.com, hereinafter referred
to as Zhiwei Data), we collected data on COVID-19 rumors
through the Business Application Programming Interface (API)
of Sina Weibo, as follows:

(a) Collecting original postings (i.e., non-reposted postings,
hereinafter referred to as postings) related to COVID-19
rumors. First, we defined keyword combinations related
to rumors using multiple logical relationships (e.g., AND
and OR). Then we collected rumor data related to the
COVID-19 pandemic dating from January 20, 2020, to June
28, 2020 (these rumors had been confirmed as “false” by
authoritative statements). Second, to avoid data selection
bias, we randomly selected five sensational rumors from
three categories: authority, society, and politics. These five
rumors are the five fake news stories with the highest
number of comments from January 20, 2020, to June 28,
2020, which have the characteristics of the most widespread
dissemination and influence on social media platforms in
China during the COVID-19 pandemic. The annotation
scheme of three categories was developed through an
iterative process of rounds of annotation and evaluation
with three researchers (two Ph.D. students and one expert
from Zhiwei Data who are experienced in rumor research).
Similarly, after manual data denoising and cleaning by three
annotators, we randomly selected 2,053 postings related to
the following five rumors:

1. Yansong Bai dialogued with Nanshan Zhong on “News
1 + 1” (News). On January 26, 2020, it was rumored
on the internet that CCTV news channel “News 1 + 1”
broadcasted a special program on COVID-19 at 21:30,
in which host Yansong Bai (a renowned anchor) invited
Nanshan Zhong (an authoritative respiratory pathologist)
to introduce the effective treatments to prevent the
COVID-19 pandemic. The truth was that January 26,
2020, was a Sunday and there was no news show “News
1+ 1.”

2. Materials of Jiangsu province aided medical team of
Hubei province were detained (Jiangsu). On February 9,
2020, some netizens released false rumors that a “medical
team from Jiangsu province arrived atWuhan (the capital
of Hubei Province) airport, its supplies were looted,
luggage was lost, and local doctors and nurses were
transported in trucks,” which sparked a heated debate on
social media. On February 11, @Jiangsu Province Internet
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TABLE 1 | Detailed description of rumors about COVID-19.

Category of rumor Coding scheme for category of rumor Postings Comments

Authority Those slandered by the rumors are authoritative individuals or organizations in expertise fields

related COVID-19, such as Nanshan Zhong (News rumor), the Wuhan Institute of Virology

(PatientZero rumor), respectively.
News rumor 478 11,207

PatientZero rumor 676 49,763

Society The rumors about social events, social problems, and social style involving people’s daily life

about COVID-19, especially reflecting social morality and ethics.Jiangsu rumor 114 8,006

Car rumor 527 15,848

Politics The rumors related to COVID-19 about politics, i.e., the activities of classes, parties, social

groups, and individuals in domestic and international relations.Russia rumor 258 15,524

The data collection of postings and comments ended on September 12, 2020, 23:59:59.

Reporting Centre’s official microblogging website clarified
that the news was not true.

3. A postgraduate from the Wuhan Institute of Virology
was the “Patient Zero” (PatientZero). On February 15,
2020, a false rumor was circulated on social media:
Yanling Huang (a postgraduate) fromWuhan Institute of
Virology (an authoritative research institute affiliated with
the Chinese Academy of Sciences) was “Patient Zero” (the
first one to contract the disease and thus the one who
started spreading the virus) of COVID-19. The truth was
that Yanling Huang graduated from the institute in 2015
with a master’s degree, and had been working and living
in other provinces since graduation, and has not returned
to Wuhan, has not been infected by the COVID-19, and
was in good health.

4. Eighty Chinese citizens were abused while being
quarantined in Russian Federation (Russia). On March
1, 2020, the Chinese Embassy in Russia informed that a
rumor claimed that Moscow (the capital of the Russian
Federation) police violently enforced the law, mistreated
isolated personnel, and took away Chinese citizens for no
reason. It was later revealed that the news was not true.

5. A car owner in Hubei province died of COVID-19 (Car).
On June 22, 2020, a rumor was spread that a car owner,
who had volunteered to help people by delivering them
vegetables, had died from COVID-19. The truth was that
the car owner was still alive, and the rumor monger was
detained for three days.

(b) Collecting all comments that replied to 2,053 postings. From
the postings obtained as mentioned earlier, we collected
comment conversations associated with each posting. To
collect comments, we scraped the web page of each posting
to retrieve the URL. However, if the URL was missing or
invalid, we chose MIDs (a unique ID of each posting on Sina
Weibo) to retrieve the comments; consequently, we collected
100,348 comments (either direct replies or nested replies to
the postings) that replied to the 2,053 postings.

As the focus of the study is on debunking rumors, all the selected
rumors were false (hereinafter false rumor referred to as rumor)
and debunked while the COVID-19 pandemic was still spread.
A detailed description of rumors about COVID-19 is shown in

Table 1, including the category of rumors, the coding scheme
for each category of rumor, and the number of postings and
comments of each rumor. In addition, because we used publicly
available data, we only referred to the summarized results and did
not derive any sensitive information.

Annotation Scheme for Debunking
Methods
Filtering of Debunking Postings
We used manual annotation to filter out postings that debunked
rumors. A three-person expert panel of social media researchers
(two Ph.D. students and one expert from Zhiwei Data, who
are experienced in research on rumor amid public health
crisis) labeled the debunking postings out of the 2,053 postings.
Referring to Tian et al. (49), the specific steps are as follows:

First, according to the supporting, denying, querying, or
commenting (SDQC) stance (annotation rules, see section
Stance Classification in Comments That Replied to Debunking
Postings), two annotators with a detailed understanding of
rumors independently labeled all 2,053 postings.

Second, to eliminate the differences due to human factors,
the two members discussed all the annotation results and re-
annotated the postings to reach an agreement on the differences.

Third, the third annotator annotated 2,053 postings
to calculate inter-rater reliability. Cohen’s kappa (κ) for
the annotators was 0.921 (95% confidence interval (CI)

[0.856, 0.986] , p < 0.001), indicating a good agreement among
them (50, 51).

Finally, from the 2,053 postings, we obtained 1,721 postings of
labeled debunking rumors.

Categorization of Debunking Methods
The decision as to what debunking methods should be defined,
we mainly considered the psychological mechanisms of rumor
acceptance and how corrections attempt to cope with them,
such as rumor content is sufficiently important (i.e., personally
involving or relevant) to people (52), the need for individuals
and organizations to combat rumors, and the effect difference
between “refutation” and “denial” in debunking rumors (53).
In addition, to categorize the debunking methods as broadly
as possible, we also referred to some categorization standards
described by previous studies:
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FIGURE 1 | Classification flowchart of debunking methods.

(a) Methods of providing evidence to debunk rumors (38, 54):
first-hand experience, URL providing the evidence,
quotation by a person or organization, image attachment,
quotation by an unverifiable source, reasoning, and
without evidence.

(b) Rumor-control strategies: refutation, denial, attacking the
attacker (42).

(c) Debunking response strategies: tweet deletion, rumor
clarification with a new tweet, and neither deletion nor
clarification (29).

(d) Coding scheme for rumor-related messages: rumor
messages, debunking messages, uncertainty about rumors,
uncertainty about debunking messages, and others (23).

As shown in Figure 1, we designed the classification annotation
scheme for the debunking methods as follows.

First, we classified the debunking methods into two main
categories: debunking methods with uncited evidence and those
with cited evidence. The following are two debunking methods
with uncited evidence:

(a) Denial (Den): A flat counterstatement of a rumor without
providing evidence. E.g., in the Russia rumor, “80 Chinese
citizens were mistreated in isolation in Russia is not true.”

(b) Further fact-checking (Fur):Although people already know
the veracity of debunking postings, they still have questions
about some details and wish to obtain more relevant
information or evidence. For example, in the News rumor,
“Yansong Bai did not talk with Nanshan Zhong. However,

I would want the relevant departments do disclose who the

rumor monger is.”

Second, depending on whether a rumor is debunked by rumors,
debunking methods with cited evidence are classified into the
following three categories:

(c) Refutation (Ref): Those not belonging to those slandered by
the rumor provide evidence to debunk rumors. For example,
in the Jiangsu rumor, the “Public Security Bureau of Jiangsu

Province clarified that the news was not true.”

Considering those slandered by the rumor (e.g., persons and
organizations slandered by the rumor to debunk rumors
personally), another two debunking methods are subcategorized
as follows:

(d) Person response (Per): Individuals slandered by rumors
refute rumors. For example, in the New rumor, “Refute the
rumor! Yansong Bai exclusive reply: tonight I did not dialog
Nanshan Zhong.”

(e) Organization response (Org): Organizations slandered by
rumors refute rumors. For example, in Patient Zero rumor,
“Wuhan Institute of Virology: can guarantee that Wuhan
Institute of Virology currently has zero infections.”

Third, we defined a combination of debunking methods
as follows:

(f) Combination (Com): None of the combination methods
contain any “debunking methods with uncited evidence”
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TABLE 2 | Coding scheme for four stances (Translated into English from Chinese).

Stance Description Example

Supporting (S) Users who commented to debunking postings believe that a rumor is

true, i.e., they think debunking postings is false.

In the News rumor, “I’m specifically setting my alarm clock to wait to

read about the COVID-19 on “News 1 + 1.” Take precautions, wish for

peace, and defeat this epidemic.”

Denying (D) Users who commented to debunking postings believe that a rumor is

false, i.e., they think debunking postings is true.

In the Russia rumor, “80 Chinese citizens were mistreated in isolation in

Russia is not true.”

Querying (Q) Users who commented to debunking postings while ask for additional

evidence in relation to the veracity of a rumor.

In the PatientZero rumor, “I’m a little suspicious, can you continue to

investigate? The mentors have come out to clarify, can Huang Yanling

come out to speak?”

Commenting (C) Users who commented to debunking postings not express their clearly

stance whether they wanted to assess the veracity of a rumor.

In the PatientZero rumor, “What exactly does Patient Zero mean?

Patients are counted from “1,” and there is something wrong with

counting from 0 itself, right? I thought in the world of mathematics, 0 is

not exact.”

(i.e., Den, and Fur). For example, in the Car rumor, “Hubei

Provincial Police debunked the rumor; at the same time,
the car owner’s company solemnly declared: the car owner
is healthy, and the rumors on the online social media are
not true.”

Finally, we defined six debunking methods: Den, Fur, Ref, Per,
Org, and Com.

Notably, the annotation scheme of these debunking methods
was achieved through an iterative annotation process. Similarly,
we also asked the three annotators to label the 1,721 debunking
postings using the aforementioned annotation scheme. We also
assessed the validity of the annotation scheme using Cohen’s
kappa (κ = 0.747, 95% CI [0.676, 0.818] , p < 0.001), and the
results indicated that the annotation process had been validated.

Stance Classification in Comments That
Replied to Debunking Postings
Classification Scheme for Comments
With the emergence of rumors on social media, people often
express different stances and participate in extensive discussions
(29), probably providing more opinions and evidence for rumor
detection and debunking. Therefore, mining comments and
revealing their SDQC [supporting (S), denying (D), querying (Q),
or commenting (C)] stances on a false rumor help determine
the veracity of rumors (55, 56), thereby realizing early detection
and intervention of rumor spread. SDQC stance classification
is an effective approach used by researchers to judge opinions
and stances (57). Therefore, utilizing the rich information in
comments that replied to the postings on Sina Weibo, we
employed SDQC stance classification (38) to classify the stance in
comments on a debunking posting into one of the four stances.
As shown in Table 2, the comments of each user were categorized
using the following four stances (56).

Stance Classification
To improve the classification efficiency and obtain satisfactory
results in the case of massive text data, we designed text classifiers
with supervised learning methods to automatically identify and
classify the four types of SDQC stances in 100,348 comments.

Similarly, first, we asked two members of our team to label
12,000 comments (randomly selected from 100,348 comments)
with the corresponding SDQC stances.

Second, the third member labeled 12,000 comments to
validate the inter-annotator agreement, and the annotation
process was assessed and validated using Cohen’s kappa (κ =

0.876, 95% CI [0.856, 0.896] , p < 0.001).
Third, for the 100,000-level dataset in this research, based on

an empirical rule, therefore we had to use a greater percentage of
data to develop and test models and used the old way of splitting
data to divide the dataset scientifically, that is, the non-redundant
12,000 comments were randomly divided into the independent
training set and testing set according to the ratio of 7:3 (58–60).
The label distribution is presented in Table 3.

Fourth, we trained and compared the text classifiers using
deep learning methods. Because the new language representation
model, bidirectional encoder representations from transformers
(BERT), developed by Google in 2018, is conceptually simple,
empirically powerful, and obtains new state-of-the-art results
on 11 natural language processing tasks without substantial
task-specific architectural modifications, we chose BERT and its
related improved two models to train the classifiers (61). These
three models are BERT, RoBERTa-wwm-ext (robust optimized
BERT approach-whole-word masking-extended data), and RBT3
(three-layer RoBERTa-wwm-ext) (62–64). The performance of
the proposed classifiers was evaluated using the macro-F1 score
(used in the multi-class stance classification) (65, 66). Due to the
prevalent phenomenon of class imbalance in text classification,
the most widely used performance measure for multi-class text
classification is the F1 score which is defined as the harmonic
mean of precision and recall (67). It is known to be more
informative and more useful than classification accuracy etc.,
especially for multi-class imbalance problems (65, 68). In macro-
F1, we used each stance j to compute that particular stance’s
precision Pj as well as recall Rj, and finally computed a simple
average of the F1 scores over classes (equal weight to each class)
to get macro-F1 (65, 68).

During the fine-tuning process, we compared 72 sets of
hyperparameters based on the three models to obtain the best-
performing stance classification model. Table 4 presents the
performances of these classifiers under different combinations
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TABLE 3 | Label distribution of the training and testing sets.

Stance

Supporting Denying Querying Commenting

Training set 227 2,305 1,126 4,742

Testing set 98 956 472 2,074

TABLE 4 | Results of stance classification.

Model Hyperparameters Accuracy Macro-precision Macro-recall Macro-F1

BERT (70, 16, 2e−5, 3) 80.33% 67.71% 65.94% 66.51%

RBT3 (140, 32, 5e−5, 3) 80.17% 68.78% 63.08% 64.53%

RoBERTa-wwm-ext (140, 16, 3e−5, 3) 80.89% 68.76% 67.88% 68.06%

Hyperparameters (x, y, z, w), where x: max_seq_length (70, 140), y: train_batch_size (16, 32), z: learning_rate (2e−5, 3e−5, 5e−5), and w: num_train_epochs (2, 3). The values in

parentheses represent the hyperparameters in the fine-tuning process.

of hyperparameters. For brevity, we have only shown the
hyperparameter results with the best performance for each
model. Detailed results of the stance classification are described
in Supplementary Table 1. Finally, we chose the RoBERTa-
wwm-ext model with hyperparameters (max_seq_length = 140,
train_batch_size= 16, learning_rate= 3e−5, num_train_epochs
= 3) to predict the SDQC stance for large comment datasets,
as it performed satisfactorily with an accuracy of 80.89% and a
macro-F1 of 68.06%.

Evaluation of the Effectiveness of
Debunking Methods
Users’ commenting behavior represents their behavioral
decisions after they are exposed to postings and process those
postings (69). As we used users who commented on debunking
postings, we are approximating what the users may have been
exposed to regarding debunking postings. Thus, based on stance
responses to debunking postings in user comments, this section
details the method established to evaluate the effectiveness of
different debunking methods.

First, we established a method to evaluate the denial of rumors
by users, considering the following two aspects. On the one hand,
we considered the stance gap between clear stances in comments,
i.e., the stance gap between rumor denial and rumor support.
Only a large stance gap between denying stance and supporting
stance can effectively show the advantage of denial of rumors
by users, i.e., denying stance beats supporting stance, which can
exclude the illusion of high denial generated by a high proportion
of denying stances and a high proportion of supporting stances
as well. On the other hand, we considered clear stances (i.e.,
supporting and denying stances), which could show the impact
of debunking postings, i.e., the validity and persuasiveness of
debunking postings in determining truth or falsity, because not
all social media users would deny or support rumors even if
they had already been debunked by accurate information (29).
Thus, referring to the equation by Zubiaga et al. for a simplified
analysis of rumor support and denial, they omitted other stances
in comments (i.e., querying and commenting stances), which do

not contribute to resolving the veracity of a rumor (38). Based on
the above analysis, we used the ratio of “the difference between
the denying and supporting stances” to “the sum of the two
stances, i.e., omitting other stances that do not contribute to
resolving the veracity of a rumor from all stances” to calculate the
degree of denial [denial index (DI)], which could normalize the
denying and supporting stances and make DI comparable across
rumors and events (29, 38). DI was calculated as follows:

DIij =
#denyij − #supportij

#denyij + #supportij
(1)

where #denyij and #supportij denote the number of comments
denying and supporting a rumor, respectively, under postings
that used debunking method j in rumor i. In this study,
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} refers to the News rumor, Jiangsu
rumor, PatientZero rumor, Russia rumor, and Car rumor,
respectively, and j ∈

{

Den, Fur,Ref , Per,Org,Com
}

refers to the
debunking method.

Second, to evaluate the effectiveness of different debunking
methods accurately, we analyzed the redundancy of users toward
different debunking methods; that is, although the users have
seen the debunking message, their comments do not contribute
toward resolving the veracity of rumors. The redundancy index
(RI) indicates the extent to which users participate in the process
of debunking a rumor. It is defined as “the number of comments
with the commenting stance” divided by “the total number of
comments.” Accordingly, we have the following:

RIij =
#commentij

#all_stanceij
(2)

where #commentij and #all_stanceij denote under postings
that used the debunking method j in rumor i, the number
of comments in which users did not clearly indicate their
stance on the veracity of a rumor and the number of all
comments, respectively.

Third, we defined the debunking effectiveness index
(DEI) to measure the effectiveness of debunking rumors.
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To comprehensively develop a measurement for the effectiveness
of debunking rumors, we considered two aspects. On the one
hand, the DEI measures the impact of the debunking posting,
including two aspects, one aspect is related to the overall number
of comments, i.e., examining whether the debunking posting is
more influential, such that it receives more comments; Another
aspect is related to lower redundancy in comments, such that it
receives fewer comments that do not contribute to resolving the
veracity of a rumor. Thus, the impact of the debunking posting
was measured by RI. On the other hand, the DEI measures the
denial of debunking postings and, similarly, includes two aspects.
One measures whether the denying stances get more comments
than supporting stances; the other measures for the validity
and persuasiveness of debunking postings in determining
truth or falsity, i.e., a simplified analysis of rumor support
and denial to normalize the denying and supporting stances.
Thus, the denial of the debunking posting was measured by DI.
Generally, in comments in which users respond to a debunking
method, if the number of comments with the denying stance
is sufficiently higher than that of comments with irrelevant
information that does not contribute to the veracity of rumors,
then using the debunking method, users can clearly express their
denial of fake news without expressing too many redundant
or irrelevant comments. Therefore, this way of debunking
might be satisfactory in disseminating true information and
debunking rumors. Conversely, we considered that DEI was
directly proportional to DI and inversely proportional to RI.
Given these two values, DEI was calculated as follows:

DEIij =
DIij

RIij
(3)

where DIij and RIij denote the degree of user denial and the
redundancy of comments, respectively, when debunking method
j is used in rumor i.

Figure 2 shows the technology roadmap of the overall
research process. The flowchart on the left side of the dotted line
describes the overall research process; the tree diagram on the
right side of the dotted line represents the data annotation related
to the research process.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive analysis of the basic information of the rumors
was conducted using SPSS for Windows, version 25.0.0 (IBM
Corporation). The Pearson chi-square (χ2) tests were performed
to compare the difference in posting distribution of each
debunking method across five rumors, as well as the differences
in SDQC stance distribution under different debunking methods
across five rumors (70). The Kruskal–Wallis tests were applied to
evaluate whether there were statistically significant differences in
the distribution of DIs, RIs, and DEIs under different debunking
methods for each rumor (71). The post-hoc test with Bonferroni
correction was used for pairwise comparisons when the overall
test was statistically significant (72). In addition, we adopted a
more general view of the p-value as a statistical summary of
the compatibility between the observed data and what we would
predict or expect to see if we knew the entire statistical model

(all the assumptions used to compute the p-value) were correct
(73, 74). Thus, the p-value can be cautiously interpreted as a
continuous measure of the compatibility between the data and
the entire model used to compute it, ranging from 0 for complete
incompatibility to 1 for perfect compatibility, and in this sense
may be viewed as measuring the fit of the model to the data (74).

RESULTS

Distribution of Debunking Postings
Figure 3 shows the proportion of postings for each debunking
method, indicating the frequency of use of different debunking
methods. The result of the Pearson Chi-square test was χ2 (25) =
958.273, p < 0.001, indicating that the result had a very
high degree of statistical significance. Generally, as shown
in Figure 3A, more than half of the methods were used to
debunk rumors through a combination of methods (Com), with
a percentage of 61.2%, considerably exceeding the respective
proportion of other debunking methods, followed by the
refutation method (Ref, 16.2%) and denial method (Den, 12.2%).

Additionally, for each rumor, we analyzed the proportion
distribution of postings that used different debunking methods.
In Figure 3B, we observed the following: the combination
method was most commonly used in the Russia rumor (Com,
87.3%); the refutation method was most commonly used in Car
rumor (Ref, 52.3%); the denial method was most commonly used
in the Jiangsu rumor (Den, 44.7%). The debunking methods
that employed organizational (Org) and personal (Per) responses
were most used in the PatientZero rumor, with percentages of
17.0 and 7.5%, respectively. However, the further fact-checking
method (Fur) was used less frequently in all rumors, with a
maximum of 1.9% in PatientZero rumor.

Stance Classification in Comments That
Replied to Debunking Postings
We also investigated the SDQC stance distribution in the
comments of users who participated in different debunking
methods. The results of our stance classifier are shown in
Figure 4; they include the number and proportion of comments
for each SDQC stance under various debunkingmethods. For five
rumors, Pearson Chi-square tests indicated that the results had
a very high degree of statistical significance in the SDQC stance
distribution under different debunking methods [Figure 4A:
χ2 (30) = 19733.495, p < 0.001; Figure 4B: χ2 (15) =

299.396, p < 0.001; Figure 4C: χ2 (9) = 80.294, p < 0.001;
Figure 4D: χ2 (18) = 1649.622, p < 0.001; Figure 4E: χ2 (9) =
32.584, p < 0.001; Figure 4F: χ2 (9) = 3335.866, p < 0.001].

From Figure 4A, it is evident that overall, compared with the
debunking postings, the supporting (S) stance accounted for a
greater proportion of non-debunkingmethods, with a percentage
of 10.4%. This result shows that postings that use different
debunking methods can reduce the impact of rumors. However,
the denying (D) stance accounted for a higher percentage for
the refutation method (47.4%). Additionally, the querying (Q)
stance accounted for a higher proportion for the organization
debunking method (Org, 27.6%). The commenting (C) stance
accounted for the highest proportion for each debunking
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FIGURE 2 | Technology roadmap.

FIGURE 3 | Proportion of postings of the six debunking methods in the (A) overall and (B) each rumor. Den, Denial; Fur, Further fact-checking; Ref, Refutation; Per,

Person response; Org, Organization response; Com, Combination.

method, with a maximum for the further fact-checking method
(Fur, 77.9%), indicating that the number of comments that did
not contribute to the veracity (i.e., true or false) of a rumor was
high on Sina Weibo.

Similarly, as shown in Figures 4B–F, we analyzed the stance
classification results for each rumor. As shown in Figure 4F,
the supporting (S) stance accounted for the highest proportion

of non-debunking methods in Car rumor (23.8%). Similarly,
the denying (D) stance had the highest proportion for the
refutation method in Car rumor (Ref, 58.7%). Simultaneously,
for each rumor, the proportion of the querying (Q) stance
was lower, although it accounted for a relatively higher
proportion of the debunking method for the organizational
response in the PatientZero rumor (Org, 27.6%) (see Figure 4D).
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FIGURE 4 | Comparison of the number and proportion of comments for the SDQC stances corresponding to different debunking methods in (A) overall, (B) News

rumor, (C) Jiangsu rumor, (D) PatientZero rumor, (E) Russia rumor, and (F) Car rumor. Other: all non-debunking methods with SDQC stances on rumors.

Finally, the commenting (C) stance had the highest proportion
(98.0%) for non-debunking methods in the Russia rumor
(see Figure 4E).

Estimation of the Effectiveness of
Debunking Methods
Measurement of Debunking Effectiveness
Through the aforementioned analysis results, we can see the
differences among various debunking methods, both overall and
in each rumor. As shown in Table 5, to analyze the performance
of social media users without considering the characteristics
of rumors, we describe and analyze the overall performance
of denial, redundancy, and debunking effectiveness index (DI,
RI, and DEI, respectively). For different debunking methods,
Kruskal–Wallis tests indicated that the results had a very high
degree of statistical significance in the distribution of DIs, RIs,

and DEIs (see Table 5). The results of post-hoc comparisons via
Kruskal–Wallis test with Bonferroni correction were also shown
in Table 5.

For DEIs, the post-hoc comparisons via Kruskal–Wallis test
with Bonferroni correction showed that the results had a very
high degree of statistical significance between combination
method and other five types of debunking methods, and the
results had a very high degree of statistical significance between
refutation method and other five types of debunking methods
(seeTable 5). Thus, the refutationmethod has the best debunking
effect (DEIRef = 2.004), followed by the combination method
(DEICom = 1.461). Obviously, the debunking effects of these
two methods considerably exceed those of the other debunking
methods. Moreover, compared with using the refutation method
alone, the combination method did not achieve a higher
debunking effect.
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TABLE 5 | Comparison of DEI under different debunking methods.

Debunking

methoda

DIb RI DEI Pairs (I, J), Adj. Sig.c, d

Den 0.959 0.681 1.409 (Ref, Den), p < 0.001;

(Ref, Fur), p < 0.001;

(Ref, Per), p < 0.001;

(Ref, Org), p < 0.001;

(Com, Den), p < 0.001;

(Com, Fur), p < 0.001;

(Com, Ref), p < 0.001;

(Com, Per), p < 0.001;

(Com, Org), p < 0.001;

Fur 0.905 0.779 1.161

Ref 0.986 0.492 2.004

Per 0.881 0.730 1.207

Org 0.762 0.583 1.307

Com 0.925 0.633 1.461

Mean 95% CI 0.901 [0.837, 0.964] 0.654 [0.605, 0.704] 1.430 [1.238, 1.622]

Median

Chi-Square (df)

Sig.

0.925

851.081(5)

p < 0.001

0.633

709.992(5)

p < 0.001

1.461

782.305(5)

p < 0.001

Kruskal-Wallis

H

Sig.

800.471

p < 0.001

827.813

p < 0.001

748.546

p < 0.001

aDen-Denial; Fur-Further fact-checking; Ref-Refutation; Per-Person response; Org-Organization response; Com-Combination.
bMost of our rumor data were collected retrospectively after the truth was revealed, which represents the eventual general trend in public opinion as truth-driven, hence explaining the

calculated high value of DI in our results.
cThe Adj. Sig. value was the adjusted p-value, which was employed with a Bonferroni-type adjustment of p-value.
dFor brevity, we only listed the main post hoc testing results.

TABLE 6 | Comparison of DEI among five rumors.

Rumor

Method News Jiangsu PatientZero Russia Car

Den 1.373 1.571 1.506 0.852 1.355

Fur 0.786 / 1.273 / /

Ref 1.596 1.591 1.417 1.047 2.522

Per 1.500 / 1.198 / /

Org / / 1.307 / /

Com 1.831 1.167 1.535 1.019 2.153

Mean 95% CI 1.520 [1.181, 1.860] 1.443 [0.849, 2.037] 1.519 [1.240, 1.798] 0.973 [0.711, 1.235] 1.844 [1.209, 2.479]

Median

Chi-Square (df)

Sig.

1.831

59.970 (4)

p < 0.001

1.587

7.500 (2)

p = 0.024

1.535

25.251 (5)

p < 0.001

1.019

7.781 (2)

p = 0.020

2.398

128.749(2)

p < 0.001

Kruskal-Wallis

H

Sig.

177.256

p < 0.001

4.160

p = 0.125

228.989

p < 0.001

48.002

p < 0.001

141.033

p < 0.001

Pairs (I, J),

Adj. Sig.a,b
(Ref, Den),

p = 0.033;

(Com, Den),

p < 0.001;

(Com, Fur),

p = 0.159;

(Com, Ref),

p < 0.001;

(Com, Org),

p = 0.037;

/ (Com, Den), p = 0.008;

(Com, Fur), p < 0.001;

(Com, Ref), p = 0.001;

(Com, Per), p < 0.001;

(Com, Org), p < 0.001;

(Com, Den),

p < 0.001;

(Ref, Den),

p = 0.001;

(Ref, Com),

p = 0.283;

(Den, Com),

p = 0.001;

(Ref, Den),

p < 0.001;

(Ref, Com),

p < 0.001;

aThe Adj. Sig. value was the adjusted p-value, which was employed with a Bonferroni-type adjustment of p-value.
bFor brevity, we only listed the main post-hoc testing results.

Comparison of Debunking Effectiveness Among

Rumors
Because we considered different types of rumors, the same
debunking method may have different effects on each rumor.

Thus, we used DEI to measure and compare the differences
in debunking effects among different types of rumors. For
each rumor, we also used the Kruskal-Wallis tests to determine
whether there were statistically significant differences between
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DEIs across different debunking methods (see Table 6). The
post-hoc comparisons via Kruskal–Wallis test with Bonferroni
correction showed that the results had a very high degree of
statistical significance between combination method and other
five types of debunking methods for PatientZero rumor; forNews
rumor, the results had a very high degree of statistical significance
between combination method and other four types of debunking
methods (excepting further fact-checking method); for Russia
rumor, the results had a very high degree of statistical significance
between denial method and other two methods (combination
and refutation methods); and for Car rumor, the results had
a very high degree of statistical significance between refutation
method and other two types of debunking methods (see Table 6).
Thus, in the post-hoc testing results with a very high degree of
statistical significance in Table 6, for authority rumors, i.e., News
rumor and PatientZero rumor, the combination method was the
most effective (e.g., DEINewsCom = 1.831 and DEIPatientZeroCom =

1.535). However, for the social category of Car rumor and
political category of Russia rumor, the refutation method was the
most effective (e.g., DEICarRef = 2.522 and DEIRussiaRef = 1.047).
Furthermore, for Jiangsu rumor in the social category, although
the refutation method was the most effective (DEIJiangsuRef =

1.591), the result had a low degree of statistical significance (H =

4.160, p = 0.125).

Analysis of Combination Method
The research results show that the combination method obtains
the optimal or suboptimal debunking effect. Therefore, we
further analyzed the specific distribution of the combination
method. First, we considered decomposing the combination
method into five corresponding single debunking methods. In
Figure 5, the nodes represent different debunking methods, the
edges represent a combination of the respective nodes, and the
edge thickness represents the number of comments obtained
using this combination method; the thicker the edge, the
greater the number of comments obtained in this combination
method, whereas the thinner the edge, the smaller the number
of comments obtained. In particular, the weight of an edge
represents the DEI of the combination method. In addition, for
different combination methods, Kruskal–Wallis tests indicated
that the results had a very high degree of statistical differences
in the distribution of DEIs (see Figure 5).

For the selected rumors, the combination methods comprise
different combinations of three single debunking methods: Ref
(a), Per (b), and Org (c). We have used notations such as Com <

a, b > or Com < a, b, c > to indicate the combination of
different debunkingmethods. Additionally, as shown in Figure 5,
the solid-line edge represents the two-tuple Com < a, b >,
whereas the triple-tuple Com < a, b, c > was formed by the
nodes at both ends of the dotted-line edge and their common
neighbor node. Meanwhile, the weights represented by each edge
are independent, and the weight value on the solid-line edge
represents the DEI of Com < a, b >, whereas that on the
dotted-line edge represents the DEI of Com < a, b, c >.

First, as shown in Figure 5A, judging from the popularity of
comment users, Com < Ref , Org > as a debunking method
received more comments, meaning that using this combination

of debunking methods could induce widespread discussion
among users. Simultaneously, all the combination methods were
combinations of the refutation method and other debunking
methods, and DEIs of different combinations were relatively
different from one another (H = 347.485, p < 0.001). The
post-hoc comparisons via Kruskal–Wallis test with Bonferroni
correction showed that the results had a very high degree of
statistical significance between Com < Ref , Org > and other
two types of debunking methods (Com < Ref , Per,Org > and
Com < Ref , Per >) (see Figure 5). For Com < Ref , Org >

(DEICom<Ref ,Org> = 1.406) and Com < Ref , Per,Org >

(DEICom<Ref ,Per,Org> = 1.684), with the incorporation of
one debunking method, DEICom increased slightly. However,
for Com < Ref , Per > (DEICom<Ref ,Per> = 1.763) and
Com < Ref , Org > (DEICom<Ref ,Org> = 1.406), the DEI
of the combination method varies with different combinations
of debunking methods. Therefore, the research results show
that incorporating another debunking method is not necessarily
conducive to improving the debunking effect; however, the
scenario needs to be analyzed depending on specific rumors.

Second, for each rumor, the distribution of each combination
method is shown in Figures 5B–F. The post-hoc comparisons via
Kruskal–Wallis test with Bonferroni correction showed that the
results had a very high degree of statistical significance between
Com < Ref , Org > and other two types of debunking methods
(Com < Ref , Per,Org > and Com < Ref , Per >) for
News rumor; for PatientZero rumor, the results had a very high
degree of statistical significance between Com < Ref , Org >

and Com < Ref , Per,Org >; and for Car rumor, the
results had a very high degree of statistical significance between
Com < Ref , Org > and Com < Ref , Per > (see Figure 5).
According to the results in Table 6, for authority rumors (e.g.,
News rumor and Patient Zero rumor), the combination method
was the most effective in debunking rumors. In particular, as
shown in Figure 5B, in the combination method for News
rumor, Com < Ref , Org > was the most effective debunking
method (DEINewsCom<Ref ,Org> = 1.875), followed by Com <

Ref , Per > (DEINewsCom<Ref ,Per> = 1.798, H = 98.246, p <

0.001). Additionally, Com < Ref , Per, Org > had the
weakest debunking effect (DEINewsCom<Ref ,Per,Org> = 1.714).
However, for the PatientZero rumor, as shown in Figure 5D,
Com < Ref , Per,Org > was the most effective for debunking
rumors (DEIPatientZeroCom<Ref ,Per, Org> = 1.683), followed by
Com < Ref ,Org > (DEIPatientZeroCom<Ref , Org> = 1.520, H =

80.030, p < 0.001). Additionally, in post-hoc comparisons, for
Patient Zero rumor, although Com < Ref , Per > was the most
effective in debunking rumors (DEIPatientZeroCom<Ref , Per> =

2.250), the results had a low degree of statistical significance
between Com < Ref, Org> and Com < Ref, Per> (adjusted p =

0.068), and between Com<Ref, Per, Org> and Com<Ref, Per>
(adjusted p = 1.000).

Third, the results in Table 6 show that for the social category
of Car rumor and political category of Russia rumor, although
the refutation method was the most effective debunking way,
the combination method still achieved a suboptimal debunking
effect. Thus, we still considered the decomposition combination
method; the distributions of the corresponding combination
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FIGURE 5 | Distribution of debunking methods in a combination method: (A) overall, (B) News rumor, (C) Jiangsu rumor, (D) PatientZero rumor, (E) Russia rumor, and

(F) Car rumor. (a) Although certain combinations of methods are missing in some rumors, our study is based on available data to obtain the best combination of

methods to be used for debunking rumors. (b) The p-value was the adjusted p-value, which was employed with a Bonferroni-type adjustment of p-value.

methods are shown in Figures 5E,F. Interestingly, for the two
rumors, the debunking effectiveness of the combination method
did not exceed that obtained using the refutation method alone.
Our results indicated that using the refutation method alone
could achieve satisfactory rumor debunking effects for these
two rumors.

Fourth, from Table 6 and Figure 5, it is evident that the
same debunking method differs significantly in effectiveness
for different rumors. For example, for the Car rumor and
Russia rumor, the debunking effects of the refutation
method are also different (for example, DEICarRef = 2.522
and DEIRussiaRef = 1.047). Similarly, the combination
method has different debunking effects in News rumor
(DEINewsCom<Ref ,Org> = 1.875,DEINewsCom<Ref ,Per, Org> =

1.714) and PatientZero rumor (DEIPatientZeroCom<Ref ,Org> =

1.520, DEIPatientZeroCom<Ref ,Per, Org> = 1.683). Generally, in a
manner similar to that for the refutation method, the debunking
effect for Car rumor is better than that for Russia rumor. For
the same combination method of Com < Ref , Org > and
Com < Ref , Per,Org >, if an authoritative person is slandered

by the rumor, the debunking effect is better than that for the case
in which an authoritative organization is slandered by the rumor.

DISCUSSION

This study offers three key findings, based on the research
results. First, our analysis results showed that, among the six
commonly used debunking methods, the refutation method
with cited evidence is the most effective method for debunking
rumors. Both the refutation and combination methods can
achieve satisfactory results, and each combination method
contains the refutation method. Thus, for each rumor, the
refutation method with cited evidence plays a greater role
in debunking rumors. This finding is consistent with those
in previous research on rumor psychology literature, that is,
the refutation method provides evidence that indicates why
false information should not be believed (24). A convincing
explanation is a must for debunking inaccurate information
and preventing further propagation thereof (41). Compared
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with the debunking method without evidence, there are
two main reasons for the better debunking effect of the
refutation method with cited evidence: (a) the vividness
and persuasiveness of messages (75), and (b) an evidence-
providing refutation message may be perceived as more lucid
and persuasive than a flat denial (42). For the latter reason,
combined with the rumor psychology formula (Rumor =

Importance × Ambiguity,R = I × A) proposed by Allport
and Postman in 1947 (76, 77), the more important the rumor
information or the more obscure the evidence, the easier it
is to spread, meaning that a refutation method with detailed
debunking evidence can have a positive effect (78). This
shows that when debunking rumors, the government and other
authorities must provide persuasive evidence related to the
incident to weaken the ambiguity of rumors and help people
identify rumors.

Second, there are different best-performing debunking
methods for different rumors. For Car rumor and Russia rumor,
using refutation alone can most effectively combat rumors.
Compared with Russia rumor, we found that the same refutation
method has better debunking effects on Car rumor. Based on
the analysis of the characteristics of the rumor, we believe
that the effectiveness of debunking Russia rumor is lower
because of the following two possible reasons. First, the global
adoption of the Internet has accelerated the rapid spread of the
political category of Russia rumor among countries and regions.
Because of misunderstandings in translation and policies, it
has become highly difficult to expose rumors. Second, because
of factors such as international political relations, geography,
and political sensitivity of the event, there are only a few
subsequent reports tracking debunking information, thereby
increasing the uncertainty and ambiguity around the spread of
rumors. This shows that when dealing with the social category
of Car rumor and political category of Russia rumor, it is
necessary to provide concise and strong evidence to debunk it
while requiring more focus on Russia rumor. For the authority
category of News rumor and PatientZero rumor, our results show
that the combination method is the most effective for debunking
rumors. This may be because of the trust in authoritative persons
and organizations, and people may expect more information
or evidence from these authoritative sources, no matter these
authoritative sources spread true or false news online (79).
Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, the public has
expressed a high degree of trust and expectations in authoritative
persons and organizations (80), thereby also reflecting the
urgent need for information about the latest developments in
COVID-19 treatment. Therefore, a combination of multiple
debunking methods is more effective in combating such rumors.
Additionally, comparing different rumors, our results show
that a combination of too many debunking methods may not
have a satisfactory effect in deterring the spread of rumors.
This may be because a combination of too many debunking
methods would interfere with the normal information selection
and cognitive analysis performed by people, decreasing the
attention and recognition ability of people owing to information
overload, thereby increasing the chances of people being misled
by rumors (81).

Third, for rumors of the same category, the corresponding
debunking strategies must be adopted according to the different
characteristics of rumors. In this study, we selected News rumor
and PatientZero rumor, which belong to the same category as
authority rumors, and analyzed the combination method that
had the optimal debunking effect. First, when using Com <

Ref ,Org > and Com < Ref , Per,Org > to debunk rumors,
the debunking effect for the News rumor was better than that for
the PatientZero rumor. This may be because in the PatientZero
rumor, owing to public dissatisfaction with the delayed treatment
of the early COVID-19 epidemic by the Wuhan government
and the accumulation of negative emotions, people doubted the
abilities of the government or authoritative organizations to deal
with the COVID-19 epidemic, thereby weakening the credibility
of official institutions. Thus, irrespective of the measures taken,
the public will give negative comments, and consequently, the
authoritative organizations will fall into the Tacitus trap owing
to the loss of credibility (82, 83). Behind the loss of credibility of
the government, there is a psychological phenomenon: the public
habitually questions the government (84). This kind of habitual
questioning is deep thought and is instinctive but persists for
a long time; that is, it will continue to exist regardless of the
evidence that is later presented. Therefore, to gain the trust of
the public and improve their credibility, governments and other
authoritative organizations should focus on the construction of
public opinion ecology. Second, for the PatientZero rumor, using
Com < Ref , Per,Org > to debunk rumors, the debunking effect
is better than using Com < Ref ,Org >. This might be because, in
the Patient Zero rumor, most of the public indicated the tendency
of a person (i.e., Yanling Huang) slandered by the rumor to
respond, and the combinations using the refutation, organization
response, and personal response methods satisfy the public
demand, thus achieving a better debunking effect. This suggests
that to curb rumors early, governments should focus on the needs
of the public, respond on time to their concerns, and provide
more support to meet their information needs. Specifically, when
an authoritative organization is slandered by a rumor (e.g.,
the Patient Zero rumor), Com < Ref , Per,Org > is the
most effective combination method, and when the authoritative
person is slandered by the rumor (e.g., the News rumor),
Com < Ref , Org > is the most effective combination method.
Therefore, for authoritative rumors, the choice of the most
effective debunking method varies depending on those slandered
by the rumor (i.e., person or organization) to debunk rumors.
In other words, the most effective combination method requires
avoiding the use of a combination of a debunking method where
the person or organization defamed by the authoritative rumor
responds personally and the refutation method.

Strengths and Limitations
This study is significant on two fronts, both in theory and
practice. On the theoretical front, first, this study proposed
a new annotation scheme for debunking methods, aiming
to propose corresponding debunking response strategies for
different rumors, which enriches research related to debunking
methods for social media. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study to establish a comprehensive coding
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scheme that can be used to categorize debunking methods in
debunking postings, particularly on Sina Weibo. Second, this
study proposed a novel method to measure the effectiveness
of different debunking methods based on stance responses to
debunking postings in user comments. To the best of our
knowledge, this study is one of the first to develop ameasurement
for the effectiveness of debunking rumors. Compared with
the decades of well-researched experimental, meta-analysis,
questionnaire, and survey work done on false rumors and their
correction (46, 47), this study uses deep learning methods to
develop optimal classifiers to detect user stance in comments
and focuses on developing an index to measure the debunking
effectiveness based on stance responses to debunking postings
in user comments on social media, which is more objective and
scientific. On the one hand, the biggest validity of this assessment
method is that it can provide relevant organizations with an
effective way to utilize the massive amount of objective data
from social media to detect users’ stances toward rumors or
debunking messages in real-time and achieve timely and effective
debunking of rumors. On the other hand, this assessment
method does not need to control the manipulation of debunking
methods in many traditional works (e.g., randomly assigning
people to different methods or controlling for many alternative
explanations for findings), which makes debunking rumors on
social media more cost-effective in terms of labor, money, and
time, and increases the effectiveness of debunking. Our findings
have enriched the literature on the mechanism of online effective
rumor debunking management and intervention from a text
mining perspective during the COVID-19 pandemic, which has
rarely been researched in the field of information systems and
public health.

This study provides three practical implications for news
outlet professionals, social platform managers, and Chinese
government regulators regarding the use of rebuttals in
combating online rumors during the COVID-19 pandemic. First,
we would expect media practitioners and news organizations to
comply with professional values while debunking rumors, such
as publishing well-founded news after fact-checking, quoting
trustworthy sources, and providing appropriately detailed
evidence. In particular, practitioners should do a detailed
verification of the many aspects of information released by
authoritative sources. One of the main reasons is when such
fake news stories are conveyed by authoritative figures, as in the
case of the lab incident in Wuhan while testing an HIV vaccine
(79). When this scenario finds the support of authoritative
persons or organizations, it becomes popular and quasi-real,
even without being supported by data or evidence, feeding off
the idea that there is some sort of plot to silence people that
are perceived as menacing or challenging the status quo in the
scientific community (79). Therefore, regardless of who publishes
debunking information, practitioners should do a good job of
fact-checking, they can’t let their guard down just because it’s
the word of an authoritative person or organization. Second,
social media managers, in the case of information overload,
should consciously verify and strictly control information sources
and their published information, take up the vital responsibility
of providing users with real and high-quality information, and

induce a positive public opinion environment. Third, the Chinese
government staff must improve the cognitive ability of its citizens
to identify rumors and provide support for the early detection
and interruption of rumor spreading, such as improving their
digital literacy and health literacy (i.e., the ability to obtain, read,
understand, and use healthcare information to make appropriate
health decisions and follow instructions for treatment) (85).
Simultaneously, to enhance the public’s “critical thinking ability”
and “trust in science,” different debunking methods should be
adopted for different rumors, especially for political rumors
and rumors slandering authoritative persons or organizations.
Additionally, the government should enhance the monitoring of
the debunking effectiveness of official communication channels
on social networking sites, such as the Government Information
page on Sina Weibo, consider the ecological construction of
public opinion, and improve its credibility to win the approval of
public opinion. Government-affiliated accounts should leverage
social platforms to combat online rumors, attend to the needs
and intentions of the public, pay attention to public feedback,
and formulate effective debunking strategies to mitigate the
existence of rumors at the earliest. Finally, the government and
authoritative organizations should improve their credibility by
appropriately encouraging commentary-based interactions of the
public on social media platforms and enhancing public trust and
intimacy with the government.

However, this study has some limitations. First, the sample
size and the type of social media platform surveyed were
limited owing to the threat of the rapidly spreading COVID-
19 pandemic. This paper focuses on the study of five rumors
related to COVID-19 in the Chinese social media environment,
the generalization of the results to other countries and cultures
is constrained. Thus, in future relevant studies, better results
might be achieved using adequate sample size and multiple
platforms and making comparisons between platforms, such as
Sina Weibo and Twitter. Second, although we attempted to use
the optimal classifier for text classification in this study, some
errors cannot be avoided in the text analysis process. On the one
hand, future research could improve the accuracy of the classifier
by improving the algorithm to classify users. On the other hand,
in this study, the performance of classifiers was evaluated using
the macro-F1 score, which was more intuitive but gave equal
weight to precision and recall and was ineffective regarding
true negatives. Thus, future research can use other high-quality
evaluation methods at the same time. For example, for an
unbalanced classification problem, future work will consider
the use of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) and Area
Under Curve (AUC) to measure the performance of classification
models, a weighted arithmetic mean with weight p given to
recall and weight

(

1− p
)

given to precision to express F-measure
(67), and measurement methods in the general multiclass case
considering connections between the concepts of informedness,
markedness, correlation, and significance as well as their intuitive
relationships with recall and precision (86). Third, although
we considered two aspects of the effectiveness of debunking,
we only used one measure to evaluate the effectiveness of
debunking and focused on the post-debunking situation. Thus,
on the one hand, future work will consider developing multiple
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measures that can summarize all aspects of effectiveness, for
example, adding an aspect that examines the impact of postings
from the perspective of social network structure, such as the
depth, breadth, and structural virality of debunking postings,
aspects of the characteristics and influence of refuters, and
the corresponding aspects of rumor denial and information
redundancy. On the other hand, we will consider a better
measurement of debunking effectiveness from the perspective of
causal effects, such as tracking rumors in real-time, and consider
the change in veracity status (such as unverified, true, false)
at different points of the life cycle of a rumor, to construct a
better measurement of debunking effectiveness which depends
on both situations before and after debunking. Fourth, rumors
appeal to people because they seem to be able to express
or gratify their emotional needs, especially the catharsis of
negative emotions related to anger, frustration, hatred, and/or
anxiety. Therefore, future research should consider combining
the user stance expression, subdividing the problems exposed
to negative emotions, and investigating its related influencing
factors. Finally, as rumors are often short-lived, there is a
temporal dimension that seems to tackle further consideration.
This study only portrayed and described the overall phenomenon
of rumor debunking and did not consider temporality. Thus,
future research will consider analyzing the state changes of
various stances that evolve at different periods of the life cycle of
a rumor, such as when comments are made or how long rumors
or debunking messages persist or remain persuasive, and reveal
the underlying reasons behind such changes.

CONCLUSIONS

This study proposed a new annotation scheme to categorize the
debunking methods of postings on Sina Weibo. We built text
classification models to automatically detect stance responses
to debunking postings in user comments. Based on the results
of identifying user stance in comments, we proposed a new
method to measure the effectiveness of different debunking
methods. In addition, we used five rumors related to COVID-19
as cases and compared the effectiveness of different debunking
methods. Our main findings are as follows: First, the refutation
method is the primary choice among debunking methods and
has the best debunking effect, whether it is used alone or in
combination with other debunking methods. Second, for the
social category of Car rumor and political category of Russia
rumor, using the refutationmethod alone can achieve the optimal
debunking effect. Third, for authoritative rumors, a combination
method has the optimal debunking effect, but the most effective

combination method requires avoiding using a combination of a
debunking method where the person or organization defamed by
the authoritative rumor responds personally and the refutation
method. Furthermore, we believe this study is significant on two
fronts. First, we proposed a new scheme for the classification of
debunking methods and formulated a novel method to measure
the effectiveness of debunking methods by analyzing the stances
of users’ comments toward different debunking postings. Second,
for each rumor, we revealed debunking strategies that could
effectively prevent people from spreading rumors. Our research
findings provide relevant insights into ways to effectively debunk
rumors amid public health emergencies on social media, aiming
to support the crisis management of rumors, with a view to taking
necessary actions in response to COVID-19 rumor outbreaks.
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